Security systems for all needs

Be Safe. Be Smart. Be Secure.

Tag Systems UK
Tag Systems

Established in 1995, as Tag Guard Ltd., the company has been at the forefront of Security Equipment design, manufacturing and service supply.

With a primary focus on support engineering service and supplying high quality equipment, customers return time and time again.

In 2000 Betaguard BV. was started in the Netherlands and has become a well recognised and leading Security Equipment and service supplier.

In 2008 A branch of Betaguard was opened in Germany in the Rhine Valley and is recognised as a leader in equipment innovation and service provision.

A Partnership was established in 2008 with SmartGuard in Denmark who also have expanded and grown organically to a successful and well know Danish Security Systems provider.

Further expansion is planned in Europe and the UK, with discussions being carried out in Canada and Greece.

Tag Systems is a proud winner of the;
Speedy Partnered Service Award
2018 - 2019

Part of the Tag Security Holdings Group
Service and Products

- Service and Support
- Control Centre
- Perimeter and Site Detection
- CCTV & verification
- Turnstiles and Barriers
- Site Entry Cabins
- Personnel login - Cloud
- Biometrics
- ANPR
- GPS Vehicle and Asset Tracking
- Camera Towers
- Fire & Evacuation
- Hybrid Power
- Environmental Measuring
- Solar Power
- Time Laps
- Covert Cameras
- GPS Padlocks
Service and Support

Service team
Installation
Control Centre
Coverage
Response
**Service Team**

The TagSystems Team of service engineers are dedicated to providing installations that are of the highest quality reliable and timely.

Our planners are dedicated to provide the service as and when is needed, continuously juggling time schedules to match the requirements of the customer, to give site changes and relocation of equipment when needed.

**Installation**

Our installation and service teams focus is to provide the customer with a neat, professional installation that performs to the best ability of the equipment available.

**Control Centre**

Our dedicated Control Centre built to NCOS standard runs 24/7 - 365 with a team of dedicated specialist monitoring controllers, trained to deal with issues on customer sites.

**Coverage and Response**

We cover the UK mainland and Ireland, supporting many difficult projects including Wind turbine installations in inhospitable area on mountains and remote sites.

The response people and companies are carefully selected to give timely and effective responses with Police support where needed. All the responses are monitored and controlled by our dedicated Control Centre team.
Security & CCTV

Tag Alarm

Intruder Detection
Tag Alarm - Detection
TagSystems unique encrypted wireless detection system.
Complete range of intruder detection sensors
For all weathers and conditions.
Rapid deployment, easy fit, automatic listing.
365/24/7 fully monitored
All battery powered with up to 7 years life
Cameras and Verification Systems

Chameleon
Timelapse
CCTV & Camera systems
ANPR
Covert Systems
**Chameleon**
All in one camera and detection unit.
This can be mounted on Scaffold, Lighting Towers, Buildings, etc.
Also designed to mount to Lighting columns
Includes TagAlarm unique auto camera pointing system.

**Time Laps**
Mains or Battery powered HD Camera
Time and Date stamped recording on Memory Card and in the Control Centre, for on line replay by the customer.

**ANPR - Number plates**
Capturing Number plate for entry and exit
Utilised with Access Control and unwanted visitors.

**Tag Witness—C overt**
Battery Powered HD Camera
Time and date Stamped Effective for; Fly-tippers
Office theft detection
Internal or external use
Access & Cloud

Turnstiles
Barriers
Gates
Biometrics
Cloud Systems
**Powered Gates**

**Pedestrian Gates**

**Half Height Turnstiles**

**Bar or Perspex panel**

**Barriers**

**Road blockers**

**Full Height Turnstiles**

Standalone or Enclosed

---

**Biometrics**

All TagSystems Access control systems utilise Biometrics - alternative are; Fobs and Cards

Modern day biometrics give you reliable accurate identification of the people on site

TagSystems Readers are reliable and robust.
Access & Cloud

Entry Cabins
Access Pod
Tool Monitoring and Logging
**Entry Cabins**

Fitted in the perimeter fence, can be used for closing and opening the site. With a strong locking door.

Lockers are available in the entry and exit areas for personal use or Emergency items like First Aid Kits and Safety Harnesses for site work.

**The POD - equipment logging RFID Entry Cabins**

Fitted with RFID readers, entry control and full camera security the POD is locked to a standard tool cabin, as used on most utility and construction sites.

Entry is by using the Fingerprint reader releasing the door.

Entry into the unit is monitored and recorded. The person is identified and the display gives their details and the tools they are to collect.

Following the security checking they can then enter the store cabin and collect the items required and return into the POD.

All item are then logged and listed on the screen and recorded on the units database. When the “Accepted” button is pressed the entry data is transmitted to the Cloud and the exit / entry door is released.

Video systems record the entire process and a PTZ above is used to monitor the surrounding area.
Evacuation & Fire

Tag Evac
Tag Fire
**Tag Fire and Evacuation**

Utilising the core communication system unique and encrypted for the Tag Guard system. The Fire capability is second to none currently available in today's market.

All detectors and Break Glass units are fully monitored in the TagSystems 365/24/7 Control Centre.

With operational systems in excess of 600 detectors being easily catered for. The TagSystems Fire system is the only system to be approved by the Rotterdam Fire Brigade during the re-roofing of the National Ahoy Exhibition Centre.

Extensively used in Europe for Emergency evacuation of tunnels and ships during refurbishment and rebuild, the Tag Fire system is unique in its capabilities, flexibility and ease of installation.

Utilised by Hotel chains new – build and extension building contractors, the system has a strong following which continues to grow as people learn of the capabilities of the Tag Fire system.
**Power Towers**

Used in locations where mains power is unavailable. Tag Systems has developed both diesel powered and solar powered units to provide operating power to security systems. These can be either trailered and static variants - idea for mounting the unique *Chameleon* camera / detection system.

**Tag Enviro**

Tag Systems continues to development and forge new partnerships, the latest is with specialist in environmental monitoring.

Monitoring; Particulates, CO2, CO and vibration, data is recorded and monitored at the TagSystems Control Centre where levels can be monitored and Alarms received and forwarded.
**Tracking Assets**

Tag Systems has been tracking vehicle since the late 90’s, designing and manufacturing product.

Experienced in the art of location tracking and now with a global partners, TagSystems install and maintains the Helios and monitors positions and movements in both overt and covert operations.

IOS and Android application can be down loaded, so the users can monitor equipment and alerts directly on personal smartphones.

**Watch Lock**

A high quality Abloy padlock forms the hardware security centre for making trailers and gates secure.

Add to this GPS position and activity monitoring device and your equipment is secure.

Position changes and opening of the lock is monitored in Tag Systems Control Centre, where alarm calls and responses can be organised.
Proud winners of the 2018 Speedy partnered service Award

For further information contact Tag Systems on
01427 666 111
Ask for Rob White
Or email or ring;
Robert.white@tagsystems.co.uk
mob: 07966 988 237